Introduction
The classification of adult diffuse gliomas has shifted from the traditional histogenetic classification to a molecular one in the updated 4th edition of the WHO Classification of Tumours of the Central Nervous System, published in 2016 (WHO2016CNS) [10] . This shift is based on the discovery of isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) mutations as the most upstream genetic event in two canonical diffuse glioma lineages: diffuse astrocytomas and oligodendrogliomas of adults (the "molecular era") [7, 8] . While this revision represents a paradigm shift in brain tumor classification, the grading schemes for diffuse gliomas were not modified simultaneously, as no alternative method that satisfactorily replaces the traditional histological grading approach using morphologic features (i.e. anaplasia, mitosis, microvascular proliferation [MVP] and necrosis has yet been reported).
To resolve such issues and recommend changes to the next WHO Classification update, the Consortium to Inform Molecular and Practical Approaches to CNS Tumor Taxonomy (cIMPACT-NOW) was established under the auspices of the International Society of Neuropathology [11] . Since then, five updates have been published, including grading criteria for adult diffuse astrocytic gliomas with IDH-wildtype and IDH-mutant; cIMPACT-NOW update 3 highlighted the molecular criteria that could be used for IDH-wildtype grade II/III astrocytomas harboring molecular feature of glioblastoma, IDH-wildtype [3] , while update five proposed novel classifications and terminology for IDHmutant astrocytomas [4] .
This editorial summarizes the remaining issues concerning the grading of IDH-mutant adult diffuse gliomas.
Definition of the WHO grade
The WHO grade, which is printed in Roman numerals, has been defined as not pure histological grading but instead a malignancy scale of the expected clinical outcomes of patients across all tumor types based on the known natural history after surgical resection alone for each tumor entity. In addition, with the WHO CNS classification, a tumor with a different WHO grade is designated a different name, even within the same tumor type. For example, infiltrating low-grade astrocytoma, grade II, is named "diffuse astrocytoma", and infiltrating high-grade astrocytoma, grade III, is named "anaplastic astrocytoma", even though they are essentially an identical tumor type. One exception to this rule in WHO2016CNS is solitary fibrous tumor/hemangiopericytoma, for which three different grades can be assigned within the same tumor designation (grade 1, 2 and 3, printed in Arabic numerals) [10] . This principle of grading within a tumor entity is common in non-nervous system tumors.
However, it is extremely difficult to obtain an accurate natural history of IDH-mutant diffuse gliomas after surgical resection alone, as no historical data exist before the molecular era, and prospective data of those tumors, particularly higher-grade ones, are practically impossible to obtain, as these lesions are typically treated by either radiation and/or chemotherapy after resection. Due to these limitations, the grades of not only IDH-mutant gliomas but any tumor must be assigned based on retrospective studies.
Issues in mitotic counting and proliferation indices
In the current grading scheme, distinguishing between grade II and III diffuse gliomas depends on the presence of a significant number of mitoses as well as anaplasia. However, the WHO has never specified the actual cut-off number for differentiating grade II and III due to the non-reproducibility and inter-observer variability of the mitotic count, which may be caused by the following: discriminating mitoses, particularly granular ones, from apoptosis is often challenging; the specimen size varies; the diameter of the microscopic fields differs depending on the manufacturer; and the evaluation area may be different, whether evaluating 10 consecutive high-powered fields or an entire specimen. In practice, > 2 mitoses as a cut-off value has been used, since the WHO 3rd edition (2000) adopted this criterion for anaplastic astrocytoma based on previous studies showing that a single mitosis does not allow for the diagnosis of anaplastic astrocytoma [6] .
To overcome the above-mentioned issues associated with counting mitoses, immunostaining with pHH3 antibody, which can discriminate mitoses from apoptosis, is often applied. This immunostaining approach is so sensitive for identifying mitoses that it can convert a grade 2 lesion on conventional H&E staining to a grade 3 lesion by identifying more mitoses in the same specimen. This antibody may also yield diffuse false positive staining, particularly when used with automated immune-stainers.
Since the discovery of IDH mutations, it has been suggested that the legacy grading scheme depending on the mitotic count may not be a strong predictor of the outcome of WHO grade II and III astrocytomas with IDH-mutant, although it is still considered valid for IDH-wildtype gliomas [12] .
Similarly, studies of the proliferative index (e.g. based on Ki-67) have not adequately identified the threshold for stratifying the risk among patients with diffuse gliomas. One technical issue involves tissue section aging, which is a common problem associated with nuclear antigens (e.g. Ki-67, estrogen receptor, p53, etc.), as they are often weakened by a long storage duration and higher storage temperature [15] . Standardization as well as optimization of the antigen retrieval protocol for Ki-67 across every institution is generally much more challenging than standardizing the mitotic counting approach.
CDKN2A/B homozygous deletion and other genetic alterations
Multiple studies have shown that some tumors clearly demonstrate discrepancies among existing WHO grades; for instance, IDH-mutant astrocytomas may have a better prognosis than IDH-wildtype astrocytomas [5] . Interestingly enough, Shirahata et al. found that the overall survival of IDH-mutant diffuse astrocytic tumors was associated with the CDKN2A/B homozygous deletion status and the presence of necrosis; patients with CDKN2A/B homozygous deletion without necrosis, graded as WHO grade III anaplastic astrocytoma according to the current criteria, exhibited an equivalent survival rate to those with WHO grade IV glioblastoma, IDH-mutant with CDKN2A/B homozygous deletion and necrosis [13] . In addition, the glioma cases with necrosis and no CDKN2A/B homozygous deletion survived significantly longer than those with CDKN2A/B homozygous deletion but no necrosis. They also found that the deletion did not exist in grade II astrocytoma. Although another study by Appay et al. confirmed this finding [2] , Yang et al. identified this homozygous deletion in 12% of grade II tumors [16] . One possible reason for such a discrepancy is that while Shirahata et al. [13] used pHH3 antibody, which is sensitive as mentioned above, Yang et al. [16] did not; without using pHH3 antibody, they might have identified fewer mitoses, and thus regarded grade III tumors in other studies as grade II ones, resulting in a lower rate of grade III.
Regarding other alterations of RB pathway genes as well as other genetic alterations, including PIK3CA or PIK3R1 mutations, PDGFRA amplification and MYCN amplification, the Consortium has failed to identify clinically relevant evidence to include in the updated grading approach because of the shortage of published data [3] . Similarly, genomic instability and reduced global DNA methylation may be markers for stratifying the risks of patients with gliomas, but methods of detecting these conditions are not firmly established to be the standard of grading scheme. The above histologic and genetic information are summarized in Figure 1 .
cIMPACT-NOW proposal for IDH-mutant astrocytomas
Taken together, the cIMPACT-NOW update five proposes a novel grading approach incorporating CDKN2A/B homozygous deletion into the WHO2016CNS criteria as follows [4] :
Astrocytoma, IDH-mutant, WHO grade 2: lacking significant mitoses, MVP, necrosis and CDKN2A/B homozygous deletion Astrocytoma, IDH-mutant, WHO grade 3: exhibiting anaplasia and significant mitoses but lacking MVP, necrosis and CDKN2A/B homozygous deletion Astrocytoma, IDH-mutant, WHO grade 4: exhibiting MVP or necrosis or CDKN2A/B homozygous deletion or any combination of these features With this new approach, the Consortium has abandoned the legacy principle of grading and terminology; first, grading within a tumor entity was adopted, i.e. "Astrocytoma, IDHmutant, WHO grade 4" is not as malignant as "Glioblastoma, IDH-wild-type, WHO grade 4"; second, three different grades are assigned within the same tumor designation, "Astrocytoma, IDH-mutant"; third, Arabic numerals are used instead of Roman numerals for the grade. Arabic numerals are the standard style in the upcoming WHO 5th edition [4] .
Grading issues in oligodendrogliomas, IDH-mutant and 1p/19q codeleted (codeleted oligodendrogliomas)
While one study suggested that CDKN2A homozygous deletion is a strong adverse prognostic factor in anaplastic codeleted oligodendroglioma [2] , another showed that NOTCH1 mutations were associated with a shorter survival in codeleted oligodendroglioma [1] , while no such association was found for CDKN2A alterations. No other studies have confirmed those results or identified biomarkers that can convincingly distinguish lower-and higher-grade oligodendrogliomas [9] . The current grading approach thus remained unchanged.
Summary
At present, no single biomarker capable of adequately stratifying the risks of patients with diffuse adult gliomas exists. While the legacy grading approach remains useful for assessing the risk of IDH-wildtype astrocytomas, it seems less useful in cases of IDH-mutant gliomas; only necrosis is significant when integrated with CDKN2A/B homozygous deletion. More studies need to be performed to address the above-mentioned grading issues, and alternative better scheme to define WHO grade would be required. For the time being, the integration of histology with clinical, radiological and designated molecular information remains the most promising way of making a proper diagnosis and ensuring the best patient care [14] . Fig. 1 Grading of IDH-mutant astrocytomas. While necrosis is still a significant histologic marker for a poor prognosis, the mitotic count and microvascular proliferation seem to be weaker predictors of the outcome. Multiple studies have shown CDKN2A/B homozygous to be a strong adverse prognostic marker in patients with IDH-mutant astrocytoma. Other markers listed have also been suggested as useful adverse prognostic markers, but further study is needed.
